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Graphical Optin Collection - MRR Included Introducing... a Fast, Easy Way to Increase Your Opt-In List

By Grabbing The Attention of Your Visitors With Elegant and Classy Graphical Opt-In Boxes ! The fastest

way to increase your response is to attract more attention to what you want the visitor to do. People are

skimmers, if you dont draw their eyes to what you want them to do, they just might pass it over altogether!

If you are building your list, you want people to notice your opt-in box. If your visitors dont clearly see your

opt in offer or it blends in to the rest of your page you have just lost a potential opt-in and the opportunity

to build a relationship with that customer. Luckily, There is a Nearly Instant Fix For This Invisible Opt-In

Dilema ... When you download your package today, you will receive... 15 Total Graphical Opt-In Boxes

that are perfect for any site! If that wasnt enough, you will also receive two VERY Versatile templates that

will work for ANY project! These templates come already laid-out - just replace the text with your

headline, text and opt in box for a professional, super high conversion lead capture page or minisite! With

all of these great graphics and templates its easy for anyone to create HIGHLY effective squeeze / lead

capture pages FAST EASY! After all of the time and money you have invested in building your opt-in list,

this small change could be just what you need to finally take your list building efforts to the next level.

Adding your autoresponder or list building service code to these ready to go graphical boxes will take you

just moments yet the results will benefit you forever!
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